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Between us is a 4-10 player party game you can play online. The premise is simple: there are impostors mixed with your space crew wanting to kill everyone and sabotage the mission. Between us takes the excitement of the classic party games like Werewolf Online. It's challenging, immersive, and a lot
of fun. This free multiplayer game combines aspects of teamwork and treason. All you need is some friends, discord servers, or a local WiFi network. People can join from different devices because the game is platform independent. Among us you are imprisoned, which you should keep to return to Earth.
However, the alien impostor (or more) is also on board, replacing one of your crew members. They should be easy to detect, but there's a catch. You can't communicate with teammates during a game— only they can watch their game. The task of impostors is to destroy your actions and kill everyone in
the group. They sabotage their progress by moving through the openings, catching other players unaware of, wrongly pointing out murders, and poorly performing maintenance tasks. What the crew can do is respond quickly to attacks, monitor other participants, and find an alien. Once you are sufficiently
sure that you have discovered them, put the vote to get them off the board. Otherwise, the mechanics of the game are simple. You can walk, repair ship issues, murder (in some cases), and report on the body you find. Where can you run this program? This game works on android 9.0, iOS 12.1.2
windows 7 and later. Is there a better alternative? Yes. Space Station 13 has a similar theme and a little more layers of story. Other, less complex alternatives include Hide Online and the city of Salem.While ship maintenance tasks get somewhat repetitive, among us picks up with the first murder. It's
delightful to see your friends sleep, backstab, and collaborate to find Impostor.Where do you download? Yes. As long as you have a large enough group of friends interested in the story, this game will offer you hours of fun. The Sony PSP is one of the longest tenured handheld gaming consoles ever. It
took seven years with a variety of new models coming out on a regular basis. It has a ton of games and Sony even transferred some PlayStation games to the system for purchase. Now you can play PSP games on your mobile phone or tablet. Here are the best PSP emulators for Android. We strongly
recommend that you start with PPSSPP. Most competitors use PPSSPP source code (it's open source, so it's good), including retrospectively, so it's very important to start from the source and work your way out. PPSSPPRapid PSP EmulatorRetroArchRocket PSP EmulatorSunshine
EmulatorPPSSPPPrice: Free /$4.99PPSSPP is by far the best psp emulators. Of all the emulators we tested, PPSSPP was the easiest to use, had the best compatibility, and the best performance. We blame you if you thought we were advertising here, but we really didn't. We highly recommend trying
this one first. The ad-supported free version works fine if you want to check it out. The price of $4.99 removes ads. The app is also open source. Rapid PSP EmulatorPrice: FreeRapid PSP Emulator is reskin of PPSSPP, but it actually provides a slightly different experience. This is tuned for lower class
devices and thus works a bit faster without much tinkering. The app also supports hardware controllers, save states, ordinary stuff. There are not many other note except its settings work faster. PPSSPP still has better gaming support overall. This means that Rapid is free of in-app purchases so it can
also be good for those on a budget. RetroArchPrice: FreeRetroArch is one of the more unique PSP emulators. This can actually resemble a ton of different gaming systems. RetroArch uses the Libretro system. It basically runs plugins that act as emulators. Thus, RetroArch can do anything from SNES to
PSP as long as you need a plugin. Emulator seems to work well, but like most there are compatibility problems here and there. There is also a learning curve because the system is quite complex. Even so, it's a good try, and it's completely free and open source. Rocket PSP EmulatorPrice: FreeRocket
PSP Emulator is a very average emulator. It's relatively new, there are still some errors, and its compatibility is just right. It uses PPSSPP for open source projects so it has many of the same features. This includes retention and load states, software controller, and, again, proper compatibility. We had no
compelling problems during our testing. However, you may want to try something a little more mature, such as PPSSPP itself. However, if it doesn't work for you, it's still an option. It's totally free with advertising. There are a bunch of psp emulators like this one. You can search Google Play for it and throw
a rock and hit others like this. It doesn't make it bad, but it doesn't make it special either. Sunshine EmulatorPrice: Free (with ads) Sunshine Emulator is another reasonably good PSP emulator. In terms of features, the list is quite short. All this is usually stuff like keeping states and network gaming
together with proper game compatibility. It also uses PPSSPP open source code with some tweaks. There isn't really anything wrong with that, too, isn't wrong with most other PPSSPP emulators, and it serves as a decent free option if you don't mind advertising. If we missed any great PSP emulators for
Android, tell us about them in the comments! You android app and game lists! If you're hoping to save favorite shots from Gram, it's easier said than done. There is no native way to download other people's pictures from Instagram, so you'll need to use third-party software to get the job done. Here are two
methods to try on both Android and pc devices: Read more: How to adjust your Instagram privacy settings| How to unlock some Instagram The first method is great for casual users because it allows you to download images from Instagram one by one without additional software. However, the second
method requires an Android or Windows app, and it's a better choice if you plan to download a lot of pictures. Let's go, right? How to download images from Instagram AndroidMethod one: DownloadGram The easiest way to download images on an Android device is with the website DownloadGram. It
basically allows you to throw the links you need into the website and download the results. Here's a quick rundown of the action you need: Launch Instagram on your device and find the picture you want to download. Tap the icon above the picture (three vertical dots). Select Copy Link. Visit the
DownloadGram website at www.downloadgram.com.Paste the link into the text box (long press and tap Paste). Tap Download, then tap Download picture. Method 2: FastSave for Instagram The second way to download pictures from Instagram requires only a little help from the Play Store. You'll need to
follow the FastSave for Instagram app and add it to your phone. Don't worry, the app is free to use. Then the copying and paste process is pretty much the same as if you use DownloadGram.Read next: How to unlock some InstagramFastSave instagram probably does not allow you to download multiple
images at once, but it works much faster than the first method. If you plan on downloading a lot of pictures from the social network, this is the option you should go with. Download FastSave Instagram from the Play Store (it's free). Launch the app, turn on FastSave Service, and tap Open on Instagram.
Tap the icon above the picture you want to download (three vertical dots). Choose Copy link to download the image to your device. View downloaded images in your gallery or fastsave for Instagram app. How to download images from Instagram - PCMethod one: DownloadGram site used to download
images from Instagram to Android device can also be used for your computer. Better yet, the process is just as simple. Here's a quick reminder of the steps you'll need to take: visit the Instagram website and find the picture you want to download. Click... (three horizontal points) that will wea ll be a few
options. Select Go to post, and then copy the page Visit the DownloadGram website at www.downloadgram.com.Paste link to text text Download followed by Download image. Method 2: Save-o-gramSave-o-gram is the way to go if you want to download multiple pictures from Instagram at once. It's an
easy platform dive, and the best way to go if you want to download multiple images at a time. To get started, you have to download the software from the official website and open it when it is ready. However, the software can only be used for seven days. After that, you'll need to trade for a one-time fee of
$9, which is a fair price for those who regularly download pictures from Instagram. Download the Save-o-gram www.save-o-gram.com open it when it is installed. Enter your username, hashtag, or link at the top of the text box to view Instagram pictures. Select the pictures you want to download. Click
Download selected photos or Download as ZIP file. Alternative: Bookmark images on Instagram If all you want to do is save the images to view them later, you don't need to download them to your device - you can just bookmark them for what you like. Read more: 10 best apps like Instagram The whole
process is even easier than the above methods. You can open any picture you like, and you will only need one button. Here are the steps: Launch Instagram on your device and find the picture you want to download. Tap the bookmark button below the image to save it. To see all the saved pictures, point
to your profile, tap the menu icon in the upper-right corner, and select Saved. You can download all your images as well as the settings tab. Just go to Settings, then click Account, and then click Original photos. Here you will find the toggle menu save original photos. Just set it to On, and your phone will
automatically save a copy of each picture you're publishing.
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